The availability of Low cost and high performance workstations connected by a high-speed network has made distributed computing an attractive and inexpensive mechanism to exploit parallelism at functional level present in the user or application programs. A distributed system can be used effectively by its end users only if its software presents a single system image to the users. Thus all the resources of any node should be easily and transparently accessible from any other. While solutions are available for transfer and sharing of resources such as files and printers, in general on all operating system that support networking technologies, there is an eminent need for operating systems to share the overall computing facilities including the CPUs for better performance and fault tolerance. Sharing of the CPU requires the operating systems on different machines be cooperating for achieving more even load balance. Thus the operating systems together must have a common protocol for process migration. As a further step, it is observed that, in an attempt to exploit any functional level parallelism, a programmer writing user-level application programs would be at ease while using threads rather than using processes. Spreading execution of processes or threads over several processors can exploit parallelism and thus achieve improved performance. As compared to a process, a thread is lighter in terms of overhead associated with creation, context switching, inter process communication and other routine functions. This is because these primitives can be executed within the same address space. So we go for a thread migration rather than a process migration. In this paper, we highlight the Advantages of thread migration for better utilization of computing resources as well as to gain substantial speedups in the execution of parallel and multitasking applications. In particular, we describe design issues for including in the existing Linux kernel a thread migration and thread based scheduling modules, and provide suggestions for an easy implementation of the proposed designs. Keywords : heterogeneity, process ,scheduling policy, Thread migration ,load balancing
Introduction

Background
In the last two decades, development of low cost powerful microprocessors and high speed computer networks has tremendously changed the computing environment. The big, monolithic mainframes of yesteryears have given way to clusters of small workstations but powerful that are connected by high speed data networks. The network of workstations is often referred to as cluster of computers. Cluster computing environment has several advantages over traditional computers.
It provides higher reliability, as the failure of single node does not bring down the entire system, thereby, increasing the availability of the system for its users. Since, each computer in the cluster is independent of others, hence it is easy to add or remove a computer from the cluster without affecting others. Such an extension to a mainframe requires replacement of old components by more powerful components for which the system has to be shut down which decreases its availability. The aggregate computing potential of a cluster of workstations is enormous. Studies by developers have shown that on an average 50-60% workstations remain idle in a typical computing environment, with the figures going up to 80-90% during night. Idle work stations are a waste of resources and should be utilized. On the other hand some users working on their workstations feel the lack of computation power if they run multiple applications. These resources cannot be fully utilized until all the resources are shared transparently by users. Transparent sharing means users should be able to use resources irrespective of their physical locations. This is what a distributed operating does. The goal of distributed system is to provide all the resources at the disposal of its users without burdening them with the need to be aware of the details of the distribution. A number of such distributed systems have been developed in the universities and research laboratories in recent years. Some of the prominent examples include Amoeba, Locus, Sprite, MOSIX etc, Most of these systems run same operating system on all the nodes to provide a single system image of the system to its users. The distributed system try to emulate Unix operating system because of its large existing user and application base. However, a typical network comprises of hardware and operating system from various vendors therefore heterogeneity is one of the major issues while designing a distributed system. While solutions are available for accessing remote files in a heterogeneous environment, the most important resource, CPU, is typically not shared. It is desired to share the total processing load of the system by providing the transparency in a heterogeneous environment, thereby increasing the productivity of the system significantly. We discuss below the issues related to Load sharing(1) and process migrations that have considerable impact in the design of the system.
1.1.1Preemptive and Non-preemptive Process Migration.
The migration of an already executing process is called preemptive process migration. It requires stopping the process (preemption) and transferring its process table state and address space to another machine where the process is restarted from the same state. The execution of a process at a node different from the same state. The execution of a process at a node different from the creator of the process is called remote execution (1) . It is also called non-preemptive process migration because it does not involve preemption(10). Non-preemptive process migration can be implemented with lesser overhead, as it does not include the transfer of address space. The preemptive process migration is costlier in the terms of time.Because of this reason, preemptive process migration may outweigh its advantages. Hence, preemptive process migrations are effective only when the process is highly computation intensive and the size of the process is smaller. Moreover, it requires check pointing the state of a process already in execution and then transferring this state to the target machine. This is very difficult if two machines are architecturally different . On the other hand non-preemptive process migrations can easily accommodate heterogeneity as a new process is started on the destination machine.
Heterogeneity
In a distributed system, heterogeneity can take several forms. The participating machines can be of different architectures (architectural heterogeneity), can run different operating systems (operating system heterogeneity) or have different volumes of resources like amount of RAM, disk space etc. (configuration heterogeneity). The heterogeneity has a great impact on load sharing. The support for heterogeneity in the distributed process management becomes essential in order to migrate a process it may be better to migrate a process to a powerful host that may be slightly loaded rather than to a slow lightly loaded host..
Related Work.
Several process migration systems have been implemented in the past. In this section we will look at some of these systems in brief. Process migration can be implemented entirely in user space or by making modifications to kernel itself.
1.2.1User Level Implementations
Complete user level implementations work by intercepting system calls through a modified system call library. Apart from the library, a few daemons are also provided for communicating with other nodes in the system. Although some systems such as Utopia use a different approach where only a few programs are required to be linked with the library so that they can spawn other process for migration. Other applications are not required to be relinked with the library.The advantage of a user level implementation is that it is highly portable. Further, the implementation cost is much less than that of a kernel level implementation.The following operating Systems have the Migration facility at user implementation level. 1.Utopia,2. Condor, 3. GLUnix
Chapter 2 Policies for Process Migration
In a distributed system, un even task arrival may result in overloading of some machines while other machines may remain idle or less loaded. To make the load-distribution(1) more uniform, these systems migrate processes from heavily loaded machines to less loaded machines. In order to make effective process migration decisions, a node should know the load of other nodes in the system. A load sharing policy provides this load information to the nodes. It assists in deciding whether a process can migrate, where it can be migrated and whether a node should accept a remote process or not.
Classification of Policies
The scheduling algorithms employed in distributed systems can be classified in varies ways. This classification gives a fair idea of the issues in load sharing policies. 
2.1.1Design Goals
The policy designed for our process migration system has the following goals: 1.Efficiency 2.Scalability 3.Heterogeneity 4.Performance Transparency 5.Fault tolerant 6.ParameterTuning 7.Simplicity
Issues in Load Sharing Policies
A load sharing policy resolves several issues and enables the hosts to share their load efficiently. In this section, we discuss these issues and also describe the proposed solutions.
Load Measurement Which Processes Can be Migrated? When Processes can be Sent or Received? Where a Process Should be migrated?
Chapter 3 Designing a Load Balancing Policy
The design phase of a load balancing policy deals with some of the most crucial decisions that have to be made regarding the network load, processor load and other related information about the processes that are in the system buffer. As observed by the designer the entire scheduler activity is classified as Sensing the buffer,Sensing the network,Selecting the process to migrate
Sensing the Buffer
For any scheduling algorithm to work efficiently it has to make proper judgment regarding the migration of a process. For this decision to be optimal it has to take into consideration factors such as the memory, process count and processor utilization.Thus sensing the buffer is divided into three phases namely Memory utilization, factor Processes in the node Processor utilization.Memory utilization factor consists of the amount of physical memory that is being used, the amount of physical memory that is free and the total physical memory available. Thus using these factors the percentage of memory utilization is calculated. This value enables us to find out the memory utilization of each and every node in the cluster. This information can be useful in decision-making scenarios where a particular node which needs high amounts of memory can be identified and process migration can be performed. There are shell scripts in UNIX that enable the user to find out the memory utilization of a particular node. Using these shell commands a shell script is written that runs on all the nodes of the network. The execution on remote nodes is carried by using rsh and rcp commands in unix. Secondly, we need information about the number of processes that are being executed on each node. This information is useful for migrating a process from one node to another. A Process is migrated when it requires more CPU than allocated and there exists other nodes that are idle and have less number of processes running on their processor. Identifying such processes can be done using shell commands such as top. Top updates for every 5 seconds and gives the user, information about the top 10 processes that are using the CPU the percentage of time the process spends in user mode and system mode along with the I/O idle time. It also gives the user the system load for the past 1minute, 5 minutes and 15 minutes.
The sample output of top is as follows.
#top
Using this output process information can be obtained. Along with this several user written c programs can be used to get the process information from /proc/ filesystem . Lastly we are interested in finding the load on the processor. The load average tries to measure the number of active processes at any time. High load averages usually mean that the system is being used heavily and the response time is correspondingly slow. The load average is the sum of the run queue length and the number of jobs currently running on the CPUs.
Sensing the network
Sensing the network deals with the information such as the number of packets that are floating on the network. This includes information such as detecting the ethernet device,Naming an in-buffer Bytes received to inbuffer,Packets received to inbuffer,Naming an out-buffer,Bytes sent from out buffer,Packets sent from out buffer,Packets dropped by the kernel. Each of this information can be extracted using user written C programs. Shell Commands q such as tcpdump can be used to retrieve this information on a single system. Tcpdump can be used to get the network load between any two hosts in the network as well as the network as a whole. To print all packets arriving at or departing from node1 tcpdump host node1 To print traffic between node1 and either node2 or node3: cpdump host node1 and\(node2 or node3 \) To print all IP packets between node1 and any host except node2: tcpdump ip host node1 and not node2 To print all traffic between local hosts and hosts in the Cluster: tcpdump net `net-id` These commands show how the network traffic between various nodes in a cluster can be extracted.
Selecting the process to migrate
This is the most crucial part of process migration. Selecting the process deals with the process that requires more physical memory than that is present and the one that can be parallelized. Thus using the above two requirements we can find the process from the /proc filesystem. Thus the three phases mark the design phase. Using these requirements we begin the coding phase. All the three phases are practically achieved using the programs and shell scripts written by the user. The code uses Liblproc-0.0.3 library that uses all the 19 files in the /proc filesystem to get the process, processor and network information.The process that is to be migrated has to follow a scheduling algorithm that migrates the process depending on some criterion. This criterion is based on the CPU utilization of a process. Each process"s usage is compared with the standard load, which is initially set to zero. This procedure is continued for all the process in the run queue. Once the condition is met, the index of the process with the highest usage is found and it is migrated. The coding part in the scheduler the present project deals with consists of writing scripts and programs that do the background job of raw data transformation into data the user can understand and utilize in the process migration scenario. Coding is done in two ways, UNIX shell scripting and GNU C. The shell scripts that are written deal with getting the load on all the workstations in the cluster. It is an indigenously written script using some of the standard shell commands in Linux. The shell commands being used are top, uptime and vmstat. Out of these three, uptime has been used to a great extent as it gives system load information after every one-minute, ten minutes and fifteen minutes. Thus getting this information statically can be used to write scripts and perform required manipulations on the data.Considering uptime as a min requirement we used the shell commands such as rcp and rsh to perform remote operations.The command rsh is used to execute a command on a remote shell. 
Chapter 4 Process Scheduling in Linux
The 2.4 version of the Linux kernel aims to be compliant with the IEEE POSIX standard. This, of course, means that more existing Unix programs can be compiled and executed on a Linux system with very little effort. Moreover, Linux includes all the features of a modern Unix operating system, such as virtual memory, a virtual file system, lightweight processes, reliable signals, SVR4 interprocess communications, support for Symmetric Multiprocessor
Process Management Process
A process is usually defined as an instance of a program in execution; thus, if 16 users are running "vi" (editor) at once, there are 16 separate processes (although they can share the same executable code). From kernel point of view, the purpose of a process is to act as an entity to which system resources (CPU time, memory, etc,) are allocated. Processes are like human beings: they are generated, they have more or less a significant life, they optionally generate one or more child processes, and eventually they die. When a process is created, it is almost identical to its parent. It receives a (logical) copy of the parent"s address space and executes the same code as the parent, being running at the next instruction following the process creation system call. Although the parent and child may share the pages containing the program code (text), they have separate copies of the data (stack and heap), so that changes made by the child to a memory location are invisible to the parent (and vice versa). While earlier UNIX kernels employed this simple model, modern UNIX systems do not. They support multithreaded applications user programs having many relatively independent execution flows sharing a large portion of the application data structures. In such systems, a process is composed of several user threads, each of which represents an execution flow of the process. Linux uses lightweight processes to offer better support for multithreaded applications. Basically, two lightweight processes may share some resources, like the address space, the open files, and so on. Whenever one of them modifies a shared resource, the other immediately sees the change; that two processes must synchronize themselves when accessing the shared resource. Each thread can be scheduled independently by the kernel.UNIX like operating systems allow users to identify processes by means of a number called the process ID (or PID), which is stored in the pid field of the process descriptor. All threads of a multithreaded application must have the same PID. Linux stores two different data structures for each process in a single 8KB memory area: the process descriptor and the kernel mode process stack Figure 4 .1 Storing the process discriptor and process kernel stack. The esp register is the CPU stack pointer, which is used to address the stack"s top location. The value of the esp is decremented as soon as data is written into the stack.
Process list
To allow an efficient search through processes of a given type (for instance, all processes in a runnable state), the kernel creates several list of processes. Each list consists of pointers to process descriptors. A circular doubly linked list links all existing process descriptors called as the process list. Linux kernel defines the list_head data structure; whose fields next and prev represent the forward and back pointers of a generic doubly linked list element, respectively. When looking for a new process to run on the CPU, the kernel wants to consider only the runnable processe.This process list is called as run queue. A process wishing to wait for a specific event places itself in the proper wait queue and relinquishes control. So wait queue represents a set of sleeping processes.
Process Address Space
The address space of a process consists of all linear addresses that the process is allowed to use. The address used by one process bears no relation to the address used by another.
Parenthood relationships among processes
Processes created by a program have parent/child relationship. When a process creates multiple children, these children have sibling relationships. Several fields must be introduced in a process descriptor to represent these relationships. Process 0 and 1 are created by the kernel. Process1 (init) is the ancestor of all other processes.
Creating Processes
Creation of a process is done either by clone(), fork(), or vfork() system calls. When either a clone(), fork(), or vfork() system call is issued, the kernel invokes the do_fork() function, which executes the following steps: 1. The alloc_task_struct() function is invoked to get a new 8KB memory area. 2.Copies the parent process descriptor into the new process descriptor in the memory area just allocated. 3.A few checks occur to make sure that the user has the resources necessary to start a new process. 4.Checks the number of processes is smaller than the value of the max_threads variable (available in the /proc/sys/kernel/). 5.If the parent process uses any kernel modules, the function increments corresponding reference counters. 6.Updates some of the flags included in the flags field that have been copied from the parent process. 7.Invokes the get_pid() function to obtain a new PID, which will be assigned to the child process. 8.Updates all the process descriptor fields that cannot be inherited from the parent process.
9.Invokes copy_files(), copy_fs(), copy_sighand(), and copy_mm() to create new data structures and copy into them the values of the corresponding parent process data structures. 10. Invokes copy_thread() to initialize the kernel mode stack of the child process with the values contained in the CPU registers when the clone() system call was issued and forces the value 0 into the field corresponding to the eax register. The thread.esp is initialized with the base address of the child"s kernel mode stack, and the address of an assembly language function ret_from_fork() is stored in the thread.eip field. 11.Checks for CLONE_THREAD, CLONE_PARENT,CLONE_PTRACE flags and takes necessary actions. 12. Uses SET_LINKS macro to insert the new process descriptor in the process list. 13. Invokes hash_pid() to insert the new process descriptor in the pidhash hash table. 14. Increments the values nr_threads and current->user->processes. 15. Invokes wake_up_process() to set the state field of the child process descriptor to TASK_RUNNING and to insert the child process in the runqueue list. 16. If the CLONE_VFORK flag is specified, it inserts the parent process in a wait queue and suspends it until the child releases its memory address space. 17. The do_fork() function returns the PID of the child, which is eventually read by the parent process in User Mode. Linux achieves an apparent simultaneous execution of multiple processes by switching from one process to another.
Process Preemption
Linux processes are preemptive. If a process enters the TASK_RUNNING state, the kernel checks whether its dynamic priority is greater than the priority of the currently running process. If it is, the execution of current is interrupted and the scheduler is invoked to select another process to run (usually the process that just became runnable).
The Scheduling Algorithm
The Linux scheduling algorithm works by dividing the CPU time into epochs. In a single epoch, every process has a specified time quantum whose duration is computed when the epoch begins. In general, different processes have different time quantum durations. The time quantum value is the maximum CPU time portion assigned to the process in that epoch. When a process has exhausted its time quantum, it is preempted and replaced by another runnable process. Of course, a process can be selected several times from the scheduler in the same epoch, as long as its quantum has not been exhausted. 
The schedule( ) Function
:
Thread Operations
The different operations on threads are: Creating a thread ,Setting the attributes for a new thread,Terminating a thread, Detaching and destroying a thread , Joining with another thread Controlling how a thread is scheduled,Cancelling a thread.
Design Issues For Thread Migration
Analyze the Source code of the LINUX scheduler defined in kernel/sched.c. Identify the Data Structures needed to schedule the processes.In the Data Structure include information needed for the Pthreads.Include additional fields for passing threaded attributes. Subcategorize for Threads , and migrate threads instead of the processes. Thread Migration consists of two parts: Preprocessor and run time support module(6). At compile time its preprocessor scan the source code and collect the thread state information into some data structures which will be integrated at run time Scheduling a Thread Scheduling means to evaluate and change the states of the process" threads. As your multithreaded program runs, the Threads Library detects whether each thread is ready to execute, is waiting for a synchronization object, has terminated, and so on. Scheduling policy provides a mechanism to control how the Threads Library interprets that priority as your program runs.
Chapter 6 Results
Programs being tested Sensing the number of processes running on each node
The code is written in C-liblproc and tested on all the 4 workstations in the cluster. The output obtained is as follows. The various functions used from liblproc are utilized to get the process specific information. The function prototype is as follows. pid,exe_name,proc_state_pid(pid),proc_vsize_pid(pid) / 1000, percent_mem_usage(); This takes the pid of the process and gives the state, memory used, percentage memory used .The output is as follows This output is related to the process information obtaining procedure. This program takes the process id as an input and gets all the process specification information. This program takes the process id as input and prints the process id along with the process name, process state, the amount main memory required for that program and so on. Next diagram gives the process name and the CPU utilization of that process. As we observe the below screenshot we see that the process information is as follows.
The functions that give the cpu time spent in user mode and system mode are as follows.
proc_cpu_user_pid(pid), proc_cpu_system_pid(pid) The process stack can be observed as follows.
On giving the process id the program extracts the process information like the user id , the username who is running this process, the command line executable of that program, the state of the program, the memory used by that process the percentage spent by cpu in user mode and the percentage spent in system mode.
Sensing the network
The issue of sensing the network has a special importance as many migrating solutions are based on this particular decision. In our scenario we try to send some n bytes of data to some remote node to check the out buffer. Similarly we send n bytes of data from a remote node to our host and check the in buffer. This is performed using the ping command. The ping command is run on the host node along with option -s to send some n bytes of data to a remote host. Similarly a remote host sends a ping request and the host node replies. network This screen shot here shows how the in buffer where the packets a re received and the out buffer where the packets float out. For this particular program we consider a 4 node cluster. Using this device we try to ping the data and catch the number of bytes floating on the network. The function prototype for finding the network device and calculating the number of bytes being transferred is as follows. proc_eth_num() returns the Ethernet device id using which we can sense the bytes being transferred. proc_bytes_in(i); proc_bytes_out(i); These two functions use the Ethernet device id and sense the bytes that are being transferred. After finding the network load we try to sense the system load. Sensing the load on all nodes in a cluster. The system load can be obtained using standard shell scripts such as top, uptime, vmstat etc. Here in our coding issue we have used the uptime command to find the load on one particular system. Thus this can be used to write a script that can run network wide and produce the load averages on each of the hosts present in the network. Thus this program is tested while running some sample load on each of the cluster nodes and shot.
As we observe the shell script is run on node4 and we were able to collect the load on some of the machines in the cluster.Thus the load on each node can be observed for every 1minute, 5minutes and 15 minutes.The script uses the uptime shell command that produces the load statically and prints. This can also be performed by using the liblproc library functions such as float proc_load_one(); float proc_load_five(); float proc_load_fifteen();
Chapter 7 Conclusion And Future Work
We develop a prototype for sensing parameters namely processor load, process information and network load. The task of finding the load on the workstations of the cluster, which includes finding the number of processes, processor utilization and other factors have been found out by scripting codes in bash and C.In this work we highlight the advantages of thread migration, for better utilizations of computing resources as well as to gain substantial speedups in the execution of parallel and multitasking applications. Further work deals with implementing an optimized algorithm that can migrate a process to a best-fit remote node that has least load. As a further work general implementations of thread migration have to be implement for Linux kernel.
